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DUTIES BILL 2007 
DUTIES LEGISLATION AMENDMENT BILL 2007 

Cognate Debate — Motion 
On motion by Mr E.S. Ripper (Treasurer), resolved — 

That leave be granted for a cognate debate on the Duties Bill 2007 and the Duties Legislation 
Amendment Bill 2007, and that the Duties Bill 2007 be the principal bill. 

Second Reading — Cognate Debate 
Resumed from 28 November 2007. 

DR S.C. THOMAS (Capel) [4.50 pm]: I have a fair bit to say about the Duties Bill 2007. The bill will 
effectively replace the old Stamp Act, which goes back many decades and has for some time required updating. 
Before I get involved in this debate, I indicate at the outset that the opposition will support the Duties Bill 2007. I 
also indicate that I propose to move a couple of amendments to the bill, a copy of which amendments I will pass 
to the Treasurer before we get into consideration in detail so that his staff can have a look at them.  

I will make some comments initially about the taxation system in Australia and Western Australia, as it is an 
issue that relates to the state’s ability to look after its own resources. The state looks at its ability to fund the 
activities it undertakes in a number of ways. I will go back a little in history, as there are two major areas from 
which the state receives its funding. Obviously, it receives revenue from the commonwealth government in the 
form of grants or the goods and services tax—I will come back to that in a minute. It raises its own income in a 
number of ways, the largest being conveyance stamp duty and various other duties, which of course this bill 
seeks to address and update. The ability of the state to raise funds is an important process, because for many 
decades and over many governments the commonwealth government of Australia has gradually stripped the state 
of Western Australia of its ability to manage its own affairs. It has stripped Western Australia of its ability to 
raise its own income and, therefore, to be independent of the whims of Canberra and federal governments. This 
stripping the state of its ability to raise funds has a very long history, going back to the late 1890s. I will read into 
Hansard a quote from one of the great Western Australian Premiers, Sir John Forrest—perhaps one of the two 
greatest Premiers Western Australia has ever seen. According to my notes, back in 1896 John Forrest said — 

All we desire . . . is that three fourths of the custom revenue shall be returned to the States. Unless the 
States have some security of this kind the people cannot be expected to accept the constitutional bill . . . 
it is like beating the air to tell us that we are to give up our great revenue producer — the customs — 
and that we are to have no guarantee whatever that any part of that money will be returned to us, 
although we shall each have to provide for the payment of interest on our public debts. 

About 110 years ago Sir John Forrest was concerned that the state of Western Australia would effectively 
become mendicant to the commonwealth of Australia, and with good reason. In 1897 it was agreed that three-
quarters of the revenue would be returned to the states, but it was written into the initial constitution for a 10-
year period only. Would you, Madam Acting Speaker, like to hazard a guess about what happened at the end of 
that 10-year period? Of course, all states were stripped of their ability to raise revenue and that ability was never 
returned. At that stage, therefore, the commonwealth was starting to strip the state of its ability to fund its own 
activities.  

In 1908 the commonwealth Parliament stopped paying the states commonwealth surplus revenues. In 1910 it 
legislated to abolish the requirement that it pass on three-quarters of customs and excise duties that had been 
transferred to the commonwealth. Gradually over time the state was stripped of its ability to fund itself. Of 
course, it goes further, because in those days, as members might recall, the state actually raised income taxes. In 
the early days, the commonwealth did not raise income taxes; that was the role of the state. 

In 1942 the wartime Prime Minister, John Curtin, asked the states to hand over their powers of income taxation 
for the purposes of funding the war. It is a point in history to note that the Premiers and state governments 
refused to hand over their income taxing powers. What happened? As continually happens now, the 
commonwealth government took those powers anyway with the assistance of the High Court of Australia. After 
the war, despite once again a promise having been made to the states by the commonwealth to return those 
income taxing rights, that promise was reneged upon. 

Members can therefore see that over time the state has consistently had its independence eroded by the 
commonwealth to a point at which the commonwealth is now effectively able to govern the way in which the 
state is run. That is a dangerous precedent. The worst and most recent example of that excess was in a High 
Court ruling that, once again, ruled in favour of the commonwealth government stripping the states of certain of 
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their rights and abilities. The High Court ruling said that the Corporations Law could be used, virtually at the 
whim and will of the commonwealth government, to involve itself in any area in which the commonwealth 
might deem it wanted to be involved. It started with industrial relations. Where it will end, nobody has any idea. 
This issue of the powers in the Corporations Law being used to usurp the role of the state has only just begun, 
and in no other area will we see that more than in the state’s ability to raise funds. Before I move on—I 
apologise to members for giving them that history lesson—I must say that this issue has continued to play out 
even into the modern day. 

The Treasurer made reference at question time to the commonwealth’s slashing of GST revenue to the state of 
Western Australia; the money will be absorbed under the current Commonwealth Grants Commission process. I 
will make a couple of comments on that matter. Under current projections—as the Treasurer said during question 
time, although we do not necessarily take as gospel everything the Treasurer says; I am sure he was saying it for 
political advantage—Western Australia will lose billions of dollars in state revenue because of a reassignment of 
GST revenue. Only a few months ago in Parliament the Treasurer was asked in a six-week period—between 16 
October and 20 November 2007—no fewer than five dorothy dix questions on the amount of GST revenue that 
would be stripped from Western Australia and reassigned to the eastern states. I will remind members of some of 
the Treasurer’s comments about that, as he had berated the Howard Liberal government time and again for doing 
that. Here is just one quote from 20 November 2007, a few short days before the federal election. The Treasurer 
in this Parliament said —  

The commonwealth government treats Western Australia as a cash cow. It raises $14 578 per person in 
tax from Western Australians and it takes that money and spends a lot of it in other places. That figure 
represents a fiscal subsidy of $2 440 per Western Australian per year to the other states.  

That is one of five statements made by the Treasurer during that six-week period. What is the figure of subsidy 
moved on to the other states from each Western Australian in a fiscal subsidy sense under the Kevin Rudd Labor 
government? What is the Treasurer of the day doing about it? What the opposition and shadow Treasurer said at 
the time—pre-empting the Treasurer by 24 hours, which obviously got his goat and is the reason that he is on the 
attack today-is quite true. I said that if the current trend continues, we will end up with only six per cent of the 
national GST revenue being returned to just over 10 per cent of the population. Mr Ripper was willing to take up 
the fight with John Howard. Will he simply kowtow to Kevin Rudd? This government has spent so much time 
telling us how bad the federal Liberal government was. It has said that John Howard was a nasty man, that Peter 
Costello was pure evil and that together they stripped Western Australia of billions of dollars in GST revenue. 
What will happen under Kevin Rudd? Under the Rudd Labor government, WA will be stripped of not only 
billions of dollars; it will be stripped of billions of dollars or $1 billion each year. That is what we can expect 
from the federal Rudd Labor government, and it will get worse over time. I make these points because it is 
extremely important, in the argument of the funding of the states, that the commonwealth government pays its 
fair share, as the Treasurer has said. I wait to see whether the Carpenter Labor government will take the fight to 
the Rudd Labor government and demand our fair share because, unfortunately, the rhetoric has changed. Last 
Monday the Liberal Party issued a press release that asked whether the current Treasurer will kowtow to Kevin 
Rudd. The next day, on the day of the announcement, the newspaper reported the Treasurer as saying that 
Western Australia has to get used to sharing its tax revenue and mining royalties with the rest of Australia. I 
think he said that Western Australians feel that it is only right to do so—or words to that effect. I will check that 
quote, because I do not have it with me. Effectively, that was the mood and mode of the Treasurer. He did a 
complete flip-flop from defending the rights of Western Australia against the John Howard-led Liberal 
government to forelock-tugging and kowtowing to the Rudd Labor government in a fiscal situation that has 
declined remarkably. It has declined to the point that for the first time in the history of apportionment of GST 
revenue, not only did a state receive less revenue in real terms from the GST—a $360 million net drop in GST 
revenue for the state of Western Australia—but also one state received, in absolute dollar terms, less in GST 
revenue this year than it did last year. Western Australia received $20-odd million less in GST revenue this year 
under Kevin Rudd than it did last year under John Howard. That is the fiscal situation in which we find 
ourselves. The Treasurer must fight for the income of Western Australia. There must not be mild, meek and 
contrite concession.  

I return to the Duties Bill 2007, which is important to the state of Western Australia given that it has done so 
badly out of the GST revenue. Of course, it has received increases in other areas of revenues. One of the areas in 
which it has received considerable bonuses is conveyance duties. In fact, when the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission outlined the reasons that it was reducing GST revenue, the first and biggest reason was an increase 
in the state’s ability to raise conveyance duty. The second reason related to mining royalties. There is no doubt 
that this government is reaping a windfall in conveyance duties. This government is the highest taxing 
government in the history of Western Australia. It is gouging the Western Australian taxpayer, particularly the 
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Western Australian home owner, at a rate that has never been experienced before. It is going to sit on a 
$2 billion-plus bloated budget surplus at the end of this financial year. Unless there is a change in the second half 
of the financial year, and if there is a doubling of the first half of the financial year, the government will be 
sitting on a $2.5 billion bloated budget surplus.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: Is “sitting on” the right description, because that implies that we are not actually using the 
surplus? Do you understand that we are using the surplus for the infrastructure program?  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: I will get to expenditure down the track. I understand that the Treasurer is expending that 
money. The Treasurer is quite right.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: If you’re expending it, you cannot describe the government as sitting on it.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Yes, I can. The government is expending it. I will talk about that in a minute.  

The government is sitting on an enormous level of taxation. Treasury documents are generally relatively 
conservative. The word “conservative” is wonderful to use when we talk about economics. We are all 
economically conservative. We should start an economic conservatives club that all the nation’s Treasurers and 
shadow Treasurers can join.  

Mr P. Papalia: You’ve all dumped WorkChoices too, haven’t you?  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: If the commonwealth government has dumped WorkChoices, let us get back —  

Mr P. Papalia: So has the opposition.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: I understand it has. I think it has.  

We can start a conservative club for Treasurers and shadow Treasurers because we are all competing for the title. 
We are all economic conservatives.  

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson): Order, members! You will all get your chance to speak to the 
bill. 

Mr M.P. Whitely interjected.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Would the member for Bassendean like us to explain the difference between cash and 
accrual accounting? Why would we bother?  

Unless there is a change, there is likely to be a $2.5 billion bloated budget surplus at the end of this financial 
year. The government may be able to get that down to around $2 billion if things change. I am not convinced that 
things will change. Treasuries are generally relatively conservative. Treasurers consider themselves conservative 
people and Department of Treasury and Finance staff are generally very conservative people. When they make 
financial projections, they do not want to be seen to be spending money that they do not have. They are generally 
quite conservative about the sorts of incomes that they will generate. They raised a $1.3 billion surplus in the 
first six months of this financial year. They are not guaranteeing that they will do that in the second half, because 
there are a couple of big one-off items in the budget, which is fair and reasonable. They have decided to be a bit 
on the conservative side in case they are brought back to the pack and in case Western Australia gets some of its 
GST money back. We could get that money back except for the fact that the Commonwealth Grants Commission 
uses a five-year averaging process, which means that even if the revenue came back a bit this year, it would take 
five years to get a response. However, never mind; it is still a good argument. We might say that housing sales 
might slump. The price of houses has levelled off; in a few areas, it has actually gone down. In Albany the price 
of houses is still growing beautifully, but in some areas it has levelled off or is going down, particularly in the 
outer Perth suburbs etc. We might think that might reduce the turnover of housing, which might impact on 
conveyance duty income. I have been told by Treasury that about 60 per cent of conveyance duty income comes 
from land and buildings, and about 40 per cent comes from major business enterprises. I presume those figures 
are about right; they came in a briefing. Therefore, we might have some expectation of a downturn. I refer 
members to a media release from the Housing Industry Association entitled “WA New Home Sales Enjoy Hefty 
Lift in January”. The article goes on to refer to a healthy lift in new home sales. It is not quite a levelling off. The 
housing market has been a bit up-and-down and all over the place, but in January 2008—the first month of the 
third quarter of the financial year—turnover increased by 47.1 per cent.  

I do not imagine people would expect that level to be maintained. People certainly would not expect that level to 
continue to increase, otherwise, we would be on the edge of another housing boom, and I do not think people in 
Western Australia could afford that. However, it is an indication that housing turnover will not suddenly 
plummet and have a significant impact on the ability of this state government to generate conveyance duties. 
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Those indications are not there. This state government will continue to generate more conveyance duty than any 
other government in the history of Western Australia. It will not continue just at a small level. It will continue at 
a significant level. Therefore, we do not expect a major drop in conveyance duty revenue in the next six months. 
Maybe there will not be rises of 47 per cent etc, and maybe there will not be the sort of growth that has occurred 
over the past few years, but it will continue at a reasonable level, and it may even continue to rise. In the forward 
estimates that the Department of Treasury and Finance factors into its figures, there is not a massive slump in 
conveyance duty. There is not a 47 per cent rise in those estimates. However, there is not a massive slump to 
suggest that we will have any problems with that process.  

Let us not forget that we did promise that we would return to expenditure—expenditure that this government is 
not able to control; expenditure that has continued to rise at 10 per cent per annum over the past couple of years. 
What was the Treasurer’s target rate? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Just before you leave the topic of revenue, are you suggesting that the government of the day 
should overturn professional Treasury advice on revenue estimates? 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: I do not think any member would sit here and say that is what I said. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: I am asking whether you would do that. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: No, not at all. The Treasurer can ask, he can question, and he can take into account that 
Treasury staff are, by nature, very conservative people, and that is a good thing. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: If you were the Treasurer, would you accept the Treasury advice or would you have your own 
estimates? 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: A Treasurer would ask questions about it, he would make sure that he understood it fully, 
and he would ensure that he looked at all the parameters that Treasury takes into account, including the impacts 
of government policy. Treasurer, what is government policy in relation to increases in general government 
expenditure? What did the government take to the last election, for example?  

Mr E.S. Ripper: Well, the financial management targets are legal targets, and they are available for you to see. 
Dr S.C. THOMAS: Yes, the financial management targets. That is a certain percentage of debt, and a net debt 
to revenue ratio. Yes. Very good. I see it is on the way up. Does the Treasurer see a trend? 
Mr E.S. Ripper: Growing state! 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: We can see a trend. If we look at the net debt to revenue ratio, which was somewhere out 
there in the Burke government years—we will not talk about how high it got back in those years—and gradually 
started to decline under the Court government years — 
Mr M.P. Whitely: Through asset sales. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: — and then started to climb back up again. 

Mr M.P. Whitely interjected. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Just be quiet!  

It is climbing back up again. That is not all bad news. The government has plenty of reserve in the tank in 
relation to net debt to revenue ratio to continue to do some of the things that it is doing. There is a concern that 
this government will continue that trend of explosive expenditure growth. Explosive expenditure growth! 
Unfortunately, the Treasurer went on holiday. It is always a bad move to go on holiday, Treasurer; it is like being 
out of the room. I am discovering in my new role that every time I go out of the room, somebody makes a 
promise and there are so many more millions of dollars I have to find somewhere. It is a genuine concern. I am 
sure it gives — 

Mr M.P. Whitely: We’ve got discipline! 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: The government has discipline! The Treasurer went on holiday, and the Premier jumped up 
and started announcing things—proving the member for Bassendean’s argument about discipline to be a 
complete fallacy! However, we will return to that later. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: I think I should correct that furphy. The Premier and I discussed those issues before I went on 
leave, and I supported, and was aware of, the decisions and the proposed announcements. 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: I am glad to hear the Treasurer say so because he does not have much choice, does he? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Well, that’s the truth. 
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Dr S.C. THOMAS: There is a problem with the expenditure growth of the current government. The Carpenter 
Labor government has had expenditure growth in the region of just over 10 per cent for the past two years in a 
row. We are in a situation in which expenditure growth will outstrip revenue growth. If that trend continues 
long-term, it will start to impact on things such as the net debt to revenue ratio, which will start to creep up 
towards the targets under which the government is required to stay. That is a set target. However, it is not a set 
target like the general growth of expenditure target that this government took to the last election, which I think 
was in the region of about half of what the actual growth is. This government has a problem; it is taxing Western 
Australians at a level unseen and unheard of in the history of Western Australia—an unprecedented level of 
taxation. Its expenditure is out of control and it has no capacity to rein in expenditure. What will be the outcome 
of this process? One obvious outcome is that the greatest financial contribution of the Carpenter Labor 
government—and one it is currently making—will be pressure on inflation and pressure on interest rates. That 
will continue to cause pain for average Western Australians, who are being hit with a double whammy, because 
not only are they being gouged by the Carpenter Labor government with an unprecedented level of conveyance 
duties when they buy a new house, and not only are they subsidising the largesse and the bloated budget surplus 
of the Carpenter Labor government, but also they are suffering from higher interest rates to pay off that 
additional expenditure. That is the Carpenter Labor government’s ultimate gift to the taxpayers of Western 
Australia. It is a shame. 

I have proposed only three amendments to the Duties Bill 2007. I have to say that this is a relatively well put 
together bill. In my opinion, it generally delivers what it intends to deliver; that is, to update the old Stamp Act to 
make it relevant to the twenty-first century. The bill changes the act’s language and fixes some of the issues and 
problems that relate to the original Stamp Act. Therefore, it is generally a good bill. As I said at the start of my 
contribution, the opposition will support this bill, despite the fact that I suspect the government will reject the 
opposition’s amendments. The opposition’s three amendments will give the government the opportunity to 
provide some stamp duty relief for the people of Western Australia. They will give the government three options, 
depending on what the Treasurer thinks the government can afford, to offer some relief to struggling home 
buyers who are trying to upgrade their lives and their houses, or who have to shift and move house for their jobs. 
The government has done some good work for first home buyers. I applaud the Treasurer’s first home buyer 
process; I think he has done a good job. Do not say I never say anything nice about the Treasurer! It is a good 
process. Those people who bought their first home and are trying to upgrade it or sell it so that they can move to 
another suburb or town—in some cases to find a new job—are paying for the Carpenter government’s largesse. 
Let us give those people a little bit of relief. Mr Acting Speaker, I almost heard you ask, “Can we afford it?”  

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson): Member, it is unparliamentary to draw the Presiding Officer into 
a debate.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: I stand corrected, Mr Acting Speaker. I must have heard the Treasurer say, “Can we afford 
it?”  

The opposition will move amendments to the bill when it is debated in consideration in detail. At that time, I will 
inform the Treasurer of the cost of those amendments to this state. They represent modest targets that the state of 
Western Australia can afford, particularly in light of the potential mining windfall; that is, the rise in the iron ore 
price of 60 per cent and, in some cases, 70 per cent. Surely, with a $600 million bonus per annum to this state 
through mining royalties, the government can afford to give a few paltry million dollars back to Western 
Australian landholders and householders, the mums and dads and families who are trying to cope with rising 
interest rates. The Liberal Party will attempt to persuade the government to do that in consideration in detail.  

This bill took a fair bit of reading. It is probably not the most exciting piece of legislation we will come across. 
However, having been the deputy chair of the Public Accounts Committee and having gone through in great 
detail the Financial Management Bill 2006 and the Auditor General Bill 2006, I was to some degree prepped and 
primed to consider the Duties Bill 2007. I am now ready to debate this bill as, I am sure, are other members in 
the house.  

Apart from the householders and landholders, the Duties Bill 2007 has general support from not only the 
opposition, but also the business community and others on whom it will impact. The bill has general support 
from the business community because it will do what the Treasurer said in his second reading speech; that is, 
simplify some areas of the legislation. The public consultation process on this bill was good. It was possibly 
compressed a little too tight. Perhaps it could be argued that the passage of this bill through the Parliament 
should take longer, but I understand that the Treasurer wants it through the Parliament as quickly as possible. 
The opposition will support that process.  

The Duties Bill 2007 and the Duties Legislation Amendment Bill 2007 are being debated cognately. It is not the 
Liberal Party’s intention to hold up the debate on these bills for hours on end. The general intent of the principal 
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bill is good and the consultation process has also been good. I will raise a few minor issues in consideration in 
detail. However, the Treasurer might be in a position to address some of these issues in his reply to the second 
reading debate.  

My first issue is that the government and the Treasurer have said that their intention is to ensure that the impact 
of the Duties Bill is revenue neutral for the state. The bill broadens the tax base to some degree, particularly for 
landholder duty. That is a reasonable and accurate statement. By broadening the tax base, the government has the 
ability to include in this bill a five per cent cut in stamp duty. If this bill is passed, the average home buyer will 
receive a reduction in stamp duty. It is not an overall cost to the government, because the tax base from which it 
is taken will be broadened. It is not as big a cut as it might have been, particularly given the increase in 
conveyancing fees that the government has received over the past five years. One of the problems is that the 
thresholds for rates of conveyance duty have not changed for a long time.  

The ACTING SPEAKER: Members, members! The member for Victoria Park! I have asked members to be 
quiet three times. Next time I will call the member to order.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Thank you for your protection, Mr Acting Speaker. The noise is terrible!  

Dr K.D. Hames: The Treasurer is continuing the conversation.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: I was talking about conveyancing fee thresholds for a land or business activity. The 
Treasurer might be able to confirm that they have not changed since 1982. In 1982 a house in Perth could be 
bought for well under $100 000. This issue is similar to bracket creep as it applies to income tax. It is no wonder 
that the federal government receives more income tax. It lets the brackets do the work. In Western Australia the 
same applies with conveyancing fees and stamp duty. The thresholds for conveyancing fees have not changed 
since 1982, which is 26 years ago. The price of housing has altered markedly in that time. In the past three years, 
land and house prices in Perth have doubled; however, the tax thresholds have remained unchanged since 1982.  

Dr K.D. Hames: I bought a house in 1977 for $35 000 and I thought it would take all my life to pay it off.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Does the member still have it? I wonder what it would be worth now and what the capital 
gains tax would have been.  

Dr K.D. Hames: It is worth $500 000 now. It was not a flash house.  
Dr S.C. THOMAS: The opposition will give the government the opportunity to add to its relatively modest 
stamp duty rate of five per cent, which, after all, is not a generous act by the government because it will be 
revenue neutral. It is not a sign of the government’s generosity; it is simply a sign that this is revenue neutral. I 
would like to hear how the government will justify the fact that a five per cent reduction will be revenue neutral, 
particularly with the impact of other taxes. I suspect that when we review this process after the bill has been in 
operation for one year, we will find that it has not been revenue neutral but there have been significant increases 
in conveyancing fees in Western Australia.  
The opposition will recommend a reasonable alteration to the conveyancing fee thresholds. The opposition’s 
amendments will give the government the opportunity to increase the thresholds to 20 per cent, given that that 
increase on the 1982 thresholds is not much and that most houses and businesses have doubled in value in the 
past five years. A 26 per cent increase in thresholds compared with 20 years ago is a modest investment and 
eminently affordable, given the $600 million a year windfall the government will receive from iron ore royalties. 
If the government refuses the opposition’s offer, it will offer a 15 per cent increase, which is even more modest. 
If the government throws out that offer, we will offer a 10 per cent increase in thresholds, which would provide a 
modest level of return on people’s tax compared with what currently applies under the Carpenter government. If 
the government does not accept these amendments, it will be interesting to hear its justification for not providing 
these relatively minor levels of relief.  

It is worth considering the various levels of taxation that this government enjoys compared with those in other 
states around Australia. I did a comparison of the taxation rates of Western Australia and other states. With 
payroll tax, for example, Western Australia is relatively competitive. However, in reaping a windfall from 
conveyance duty, Western Australia’s take is not competitive with that of many other states. For example, for the 
benefit of the house, I used the government’s proposed duty rates—the five per cent reduction under the new 
bill—rather than the current duty rates. We have heard from the Treasurer how well Western Australian duties 
compare with those in other states. I have examined the rates of most other states. Interestingly, the Northern 
Territory imposes the highest rate, which I found a bit surprising. Western Australia’s rates compare relatively 
favourably with Victoria’s rates. Under the new bill, with the purchase of an average $500 000 house, a person 
in Western Australia will pay $19 665 stamp duty. For the same priced house, Victorians will pay $25 660. Woe 
betide Victorians when they buy a new house. I cannot call this Treasurer the highest taxing Treasurer in 
Australia, but I can call him the highest taxing Treasurer in the history of Western Australia. I now refer to a 
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state that does things quite differently. For a $500 000 house, Queenslanders will pay $15 975 stamp duty. It puts 
at a significant advantage someone buying a house in Queensland compared with someone buying a house in 
Western Australia. Queensland performs very well compared with how most states perform. Just out of interest, I 
ranked the states’ conveyance duties based on a mathematical formula, from the highest to the lowest: Northern 
Territory, Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia. We rated better out of three states. However, 
Tasmania, the Australian Capital Territory, Queensland and New South Wales rated better than Western 
Australia. Western Australia is not a low taxing state when it comes to stamp duty. At best, we rank in the 
middle of the road, and it is time to give some of that money back to the taxpayers of Western Australia. I will 
go into more detail on that during the consideration in detail stage, because I can provide a lot more information 
on the way taxation is applied in Western Australia and the sorts of relief that this government might provide. 
Just before I leave the subject of the potential of this government to provide taxation relief, I refer members to 
the government’s own document, the “State Tax Review: Final Report”, released last year and tabled in this 
house by the Treasurer.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: Part of our open and transparent financial framework.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Does that apply to the Office of Shared Services?  

Mr E.S. Ripper: It does.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: While the Treasurer is tabling documents, he should table the business case of the Office of 
Shared Services. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: A summary is on the website.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: The summary has no value and no figures. The Treasurer should table a copy of the 
business case, and then we will believe that he has some sort of interest in open and accountable government. He 
should not make me read out again the Labor Party’s rambling manifesto on open government that it took to the 
2001 election. I quite enjoyed doing that and I think the government was adequately embarrassed.  

I would hate to get it wrong, so I will quote a short section of the “State Tax Review: Final Report”, which is a 
well-written document. I will read from the summary in case people want to check because they think I cannot 
read. It states — 

Summary of Final Recommendations Priorities for Taxation Relief  
The priority ranking for taxation relief (from highest to lowest) is — 

That was number one — 

reducing conveyance duty(including by increasing the first home buyer exemption — 

That is interesting — 

and the thresholds of the general scale) . . .  

The state tax review identified conveyance duty as the highest priority for taxation relief, and the first group the 
government should consider is first home buyers. As I said before, I give credit where it is due: the government 
has done a good job for first home buyers. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: It squeezed them out of the market initially.  

Dr S.C. THOMAS: There was nothing in the beginning, but it finally did something. We must give a bit of 
credit where it is due. The other priority is to increase the thresholds of conveyance duty. In taking the 
government at its word, the opposition has merely given it the opportunity to live up to its own expectations laid 
out in the “State Tax Review: Final Report”. Let us see whether the government has the strength and wisdom to 
take up that offer, which I am sure would be given bipartisan support. The Treasurer might like to alter the 
amendments because they seek to introduce the changes on 1 January 2009, which, of course, is some time 
away—I wanted to give him time to get used to the idea. However, if he suggests that we could play with the 
thresholds to make them apply a bit earlier than that—it could be done by 1 July 2008, which I think would be a 
far better outcome—he can leap up and say so. I will then immediately amend my amendment to make sure we 
can work within that time frame. I have great faith in the ability of the Treasurer and the Department of Treasury 
and Finance to deliver that outcome if that is what they want. All the Treasurer need do is say so. 

The Duties Bill 2007 effectively deals with four major matters: transfer duty and landholder duty-not to be 
confused-insurance duty and vehicle licence duty. I will make a few more points before I sit down. Firstly, when 
the government signed up to the goods and services tax arrangement, it was supposed to abolish a number of 
stamp duties. The government is in the process of removing all of them; some have already gone. I am referring 
to the taxes the Treasurer talked about during questions without notice, those that are not big income earners, but 
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that are quite easy to get rid of. The government’s actions appear to be much more impressive than they actually 
are. When the federal government leapt up and said that it might punish the state of Western Australia for not 
removing taxes at a time the federal government said was appropriate, the Treasurer fought back, and I give him 
credit for that. The Public Accounts Committee also fought back. As the deputy chair of that committee, and at 
the risk of, and with the result of, causing offence to the leader of my own party at the time-there was significant 
conflict-I stood up and said, “I agree and the Public Accounts Committee agrees that the federal government 
should not be allowed to bully the state of Western Australia.” That was the first thing we did in 2005 as a Public 
Accounts Committee. We produced a good report. I stood up for the state of Western Australia at that point and I 
continue to do so now, and that includes holding the federal government to account. That is what I want the 
Treasurer to do on the GST issue. I do not want him to give in to Kevin Rudd; I want him to have that fight. We 
will do the politics as we go; however, this is an important battle. My credentials are already on the table, 
because I have stood up to my own side of politics and said, “We need the state of Western Australia to be 
independent.” The Treasurer must do the same; he must stand up to Kevin Rudd in exactly the same manner.  

The Duties Bill 2007 is an enormous bill and it takes a fair bit of time to read. As I see it, duty is applied in four 
areas. To a large extent this bill—with its 280-odd clauses—effectively has four clauses to apply a duty and then 
280 or so clauses to make that application of duty work. It is no surprise that the Stamp Act 1921, which started 
as a small act, grew to be a very large act. As more and more ways to avoid duty were developed, the act had to 
be continually changed to try to stop that process from occurring. The Treasurer has included in the Duties Bill 
2007 a general anti-avoidance provision—to my understanding, the Stamp Act did not have anything like that 
level of protection in it—which has raised some concerns that this legislation will empower the Office of State 
Revenue in a manner in which it has not previously been empowered. Mr Acting Speaker, we should get in 
behind the Treasurer and support that empowerment. There will be some difficulties and potentially some 
teething problems—I will just do a short waltz! 

Mr R.C. Kucera: My apologies for allowing my mobile phone to ring. 

Several members interjected. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr P.B. Watson): Members, you may dance, but please do not sing! 

Dr S.C. THOMAS: Member for Yokine, I thought they were coming for your seat, not your body! Thank you, 
Mr Acting Speaker. The musical interlude was appreciated. 

We will have to address a number of issues in some detail. The general anti-avoidance provisions are very 
useful, but they need to be handled with care. My understanding is that there is some misunderstanding in the 
community about the timing of the payment of duty and whether there has been a shortening of the period in 
which duty is required to be paid. After a briefing by the Department of Treasury and Finance, I understand that 
that is not the case and that there is no significant alteration in the time allowed for payments. However, it is a 
point of contention that requires clarification to make sure that in certain circumstances there is no significant 
change, such as a reduction in time from three months to lodge documents and three months to pay, to two 
months to lodge a document and one month to pay. If that were the case, it would be a halving of the time 
available to pay those duties for the same transaction. I understand that it is not the case, but it might be 
something that we have to examine during the consideration in detail stage of the bill. It is something that is 
worthy of looking at. 

I would like to look at a number of other issues during consideration in detail, but I think that in essence we are 
trying to move this bill forward and I suspect that we are trying to get through this process without a great deal 
of difficulty or delay. I understand that the Treasurer will propose a number of relatively small but significant 
amendments. At this stage, having been through those amendments, I can say that I am happy to agree to them. 
We will not oppose any of them. We will, in general, support the Duties Bill 2007. It is a good modernising bill. 
It has generally been handled reasonably well and it is generally accepted. It is not possible to please everybody, 
particularly when taking tax in one way or another. However, for the most part, this bill is an improvement on 
the previous bill. With the exception of the amendments the opposition will propose in order to provide a sliver 
of taxation relief to the house-owning and business-owning community of Western Australia—I will provide 
costing details for members when we get to the consideration in detail stage of the bill—as one contribution the 
opposition can make to improve the lot of Western Australians, the opposition will otherwise, happily, allow this 
bill to pass. 

MR C.J. BARNETT (Cottesloe) [5.44 pm]: I am pleased to have this opportunity to make a few comments on 
the Duties Bill 2007. Before I get to the legislation, I would like to comment on tax itself. Once again, it needs to 
be placed on the record that this is a high-taxing government; by any measure, both the Carpenter and Gallop 
Labor governments have been high-taxing governments. Under them, tax collections have increased by an 
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enormous amount. Most of that increase can be attributed to the rise in economic activity and in particular to the 
buoyancy of both the residential and commercial property markets. However, we should not forget that a very 
significant part of the increases in tax collections is due to increases in taxation rates that were put in place in the 
2002 and 2003 budgets. We saw massive increases in stamp duty rates, land tax and payroll tax. Although there 
has been some moderation, the tax scales are still significantly higher than they were when the Labor Party was 
elected. In addition, this state government has had the good fortune, as has the state, of a surge in royalty 
payments due not necessarily to an increase in mining production to this point but to an increase in mineral and 
petroleum prices, which have effectively doubled over the past two or three years. The Treasurer likes to carry 
on and talk about the taxes that he has abolished. Most of them were relatively minor in nature, and all of them 
were abolished as a result of the agreement for the introduction of a goods and services tax—an agreement that 
this Treasurer and this government had no involvement in. We need to keep the tax record in context. 

In a recent report the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western Australia pointed out that Western 
Australia has gone from being the second lowest taxing state to the second highest, measured by the amount of 
taxes collected per head of population, which seems to me to be a reasonable way of measuring it. However 
much the Treasurer tries to dispute it, his argument is limited to comparing states on the basis of tax collections 
as a proportion of gross state product. The Treasurer claims that the tax burden is falling on Western Australia. 
The ratio of tax collections to gross state product will decline, not because tax rates have decreased but simply 
because the size of the state economy has increased. In other words, if a new mining project is developed in 
Western Australia, according to the Treasurer’s measure that is equivalent to a reduction in tax. Everyone knows 
that is a foolish concept. New investment in a mining project or commercial development does not deliver tax 
relief. The CCI is correct: the direct measure for the burden of taxation is tax collected per head of population. 
The other measure is indirect and only has validity in international comparisons where the tax laws and 
structures are fundamentally different or inter-temporal comparisons over time, making the Treasurer wrong on 
this matter. Western Australia has moved from being the second lowest taxing state to the second highest. 

The Duties Bill 2007 essentially updates and modernises the duties legislation and gives a greater consistency 
with other legislation in other states within the commonwealth. In that sense, I think the reforms are sensible, 
broadly well informed and well supported. The significant change referred to in the Treasurer’s second reading 
speech is the new landholder regime to be put in place. It certainly was the case in the past that conveyancing 
duty would apply when land and real property changed hands. We saw property change hands not as a result of 
the direct transaction affecting the property but more as a result of ownership changes of companies and trusts. 
That was certainly the practice used in industry to avoid the payment of stamp duties. Therefore, I agree with 
bringing the law up to date to reflect the practice that is happening commercially. However, that change had the 
effect of broadening the tax base for conveyancing duty—which is fine, because it is not a bad thing in itself to 
broaden tax bases. As a result of broadening the tax base, the government collected another estimated additional 
$100 million a year, and by way of compensation there has been a five per cent reduction in stamp duty rates 
across the board. Although it is not concealed in the second reading speech, I think it needs to be emphasised, 
and at least remembered by members of this house, that when the Treasurer tells all and sundry that he has 
reduced stamp duty by five per cent, the five per cent reduction is purely to compensate for the $100 million 
increase resulting from the previous change. This is effectively neutral; there is no five per cent reduction in 
stamp duty in reality. Of course, there will be winners and losers, because some will be caught by the new 
provisions and others will benefit by the lower notional rate.  

The most notable impact of stamp duties, or conveyancing duties as they are now generally referred to, is on the 
commercial and residential property market, but the political aspect and the issue that raises most concern in the 
community is the impact on housing and housing affordability, particularly for first home buyers and young 
families. The rise in conveyancing duties that this Treasurer and this government put in place in 2002-03 forced 
first home buyers out of the market. I cannot remember the exact figures, but at that time the proportion of house 
sales and land sales to first home buyers was somewhere between 25 to 30 per cent of property market 
transactions. It plummeted to something like 15 per cent. This government forced first home buyers out of the 
market. It then gave an exemption, essentially letting first home buyers off the duty. That was okay, and 
everybody would support it, but it should not be forgotten that it was a panic reaction to the poorly thought out 
policy of this Treasurer and this government. Many, many families in this state and many young homebuyers 
paid far more for their property and far more in duty than they should fairly have been required to pay. 

Housing affordability used to be one of the great prides of Western Australia. Literally for decades, Western 
Australia was known for the high quality of its housing. Because Western Australia has a small business 
contractor system of building that housing, it had a reputation for affordable housing. Western Australia was 
always consistently ahead of the other states. Western Australia housing was better, bigger and more affordable 
than housing in other states. We now have a situation, which applies broadly across Australia, in which housing 
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affordability today is at its lowest level for 25 years. It has therefore been a quarter of a century since young 
families have found it as hard to buy a house or family home. That is part of the legacy of this government. 
There are a number of reasons for that, and I do not intend to dwell on it, but the increases in the rates of stamp 
duties are an important factor. Although there is now an exemption for first home buyers, the majority—
probably three-quarters or so—of all house transactions are made by people buying second, third or fourth 
houses and moving house because of the growth in the size of the family, change in employment, change in 
desired location or whatever. Whether it is a young married couple who suddenly find themselves with several 
children and needing a bigger house or whether it is an older couple looking for a smaller house, a flat or 
whatever else it might be, changes in circumstances, location and employment mean that most transactions in the 
housing market are not by first home buyers, yet the majority of those people are paying the penalty of this 
Treasurer and this government’s high rates of stamp duty.  

Land costs have probably had the most direct impact. The failure of the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure 
to properly anticipate the needs for land, particularly in metropolitan Perth, has probably added close to 
$100 000 to the cost for a young family—in fact any family—buying a house and land. Many of the new 
subdivisions are not necessarily for first home owners. For example, many people moving into the member for 
Wanneroo’s electorate are not first home buyers but people who are perhaps buying their second or third home, 
who are now at a later stage in life and choosing to buy a bigger house or different accommodation. They are 
paying substantially more, perhaps $100 000 more, for land than they might otherwise have done. That is a direct 
consequence of the Minister for Planning and Infrastructure not ensuring that sufficient land was coming onto 
the market as the population and economy developed and grew. It is her failure. She was preoccupied with urban 
infill and the like, which is a nice concept, but if we are to have urban infill, we must have the utility services in 
place. What did this government do? It cut back the deep sewerage program. The one way of achieving urban 
infill was to revamp, modernise, expand and provide deep sewerage in areas where there was no deep sewerage. 
That great program, which essentially started in the mid-1990s, was stalled by this government. The Minister for 
Planning and Infrastructure was not providing the broadacre, new subdivisions in the outer metropolitan area and 
at the same time this government, presumably in the form of the Minister for Water Resources, was cutting back 
on the underground deep sewerage program. The consequence of those two factors working together was to push 
prices up by probably $100 000.  

The last factor, and the one that is getting most public attention now, is that of interest rates. I think from 
memory we have had 12 successive rises in the Reserve Bank cash rate since 2002. The increases were each 
0.25 per cent, but it has probably been the last three or four increases that have got official rates to more than 
seven per cent—I think it might be 7.25 per cent—and to a level at which it is now really starting to hurt. It is 
particularly hurting in Western Australia where people, because of the factors I mentioned, are having to pay 
more for their housing and land. They therefore have a higher mortgage and are therefore more vulnerable to the 
increases in interest rates that have occurred, particularly those which have occurred over the past six months or 
so. I do not know whether this government realises it, but people are actually hurting out there. It is not only the 
first home owners or the potential first home owners; probably the people hurting the most, I suspect, are 
youngish families that have perhaps only one income because children are at home and need to be looked after. 
They are the ones who are really hurting. Another group of people who are also hurting are those who perhaps 
do not have superannuation and who have invested in real estate as a means of providing for their retirement. 
They are now finding it hard to hold onto their investment properties. If they are forced to sell, particularly in a 
market in which prices are flattening out and maybe falling in some parts of Perth, their retirement planning is in 
jeopardy. Interest rates have had a big impact on them. A wide section of the community is starting to suffer 
because of that. 

Before I return to duties, I want to make some comments about the impact of interest rates. The reasons for the 
interest rate increases in Australia are probably pretty well understood by most people. There are a number of 
them. The first to receive the most attention was the so-called sub-prime mortgage crisis in the United States, 
where obviously a lot of money was loaned to people who really could not afford a mortgage. There have been 
literally billions of dollars in defaults in mortgages at the lower end of the housing market. That has affected the 
credit worthiness of a range of financial institutions. In that environment, a natural market reaction occurs with 
people pulling in from lending, trying to ensure that they do not have bad loans or potential bad debts. There has 
been a tightening of credit and of liquidity in the United States, which means that fewer funds are available for 
lending and that there is also a market move upwards in interest rates. That is an external factor and there is 
nothing we can do about that.  

However, what happens internationally, particularly in the United States market, will naturally flow into the 
Australian market because ours is such a trading nation. We can do something about the domestic economy. We 
have had 15 years of reasonably strong, consistent economic growth in Australia. There is no parallel for such a 
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sustained period of economic expansion, yet there are now all sorts of capacity constraints. People talk about 
bottlenecks, lack of infrastructure and all those things. Strong demand and the fact that the economy is at full 
employment in virtually every sector mean an element of demand inflation. There is too much money chasing 
too few goods and services, which is pushing up prices and adding to inflationary pressures in the goods market, 
the services market, the land market, the labour market or whichever market we want to look at. There is that 
build-up of inflationary pressures. On top of that, there has been a rise in commodity prices. We think of rising 
commodity prices as being great for our export income, which they are, but let us not forget that we also 
consume minerals and we consume food. Rising commodity prices and the effect of the prolonged drought on 
the east coast have meant all sorts of upward pressures on food, energy and minerals costs in Australia.  

Perhaps the most significant point about interest rates relates to the balance, or the mix, of macroeconomic 
policy in Australia.  

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.00 pm 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Before the dinner suspension I was talking about the decline in housing affordability, 
which is down to the lowest level in 25 years. A number of factors account for that, not the least of which is the 
rise in interest rates. 

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: The factor that is receiving most attention right now, of course, is the rise in interest rates. 
As I said before the break, some of those factors are beyond Australia’s control, and some of those factors might 
be within Australia’s control. The external factors have been dominated by the so-called sub-prime credit crisis 
in the United States that has seen a number of bad loans go bad. As a result, credit has dried up in the United 
States. With the Australian dollar being such a heavily traded currency, we obviously are affected by that, and 
that has flowed over to Australian financial institutions’ exposure to the US housing market. We have also seen, 
on a smaller scale, some similar effects here. Therefore, that has been a factor. 

The second factor of which I spoke was the growth in the domestic economy and the fact that we have had 15 
years of continuous growth, which is unprecedented. As a result of those high levels of demand by consumers 
and by business through investment, trade demand for our exports and also government spending, we have run 
into all sorts of constraints on capacity. We have had further problems of rising commodity prices, which are 
primarily to our export benefit. However, minerals and energy are used in the Australian economy, as are 
agricultural products, and all those are flowing through to higher inflation. 

The point I got to was really about macro-economic policy in Australia. That is where we certainly could be 
doing a lot better, and I am talking about national policy. Broadly, macro-economic policy is fiscal policy over 
the tax and spending of government, and monetary policy, which is essentially today not so much about the 
money supply, but about interest rates as administered through the Reserve Bank. A lot is said about the 
independence of the Reserve Bank. Every day, Prime Minister Kevin Rudd tells us that the Reserve Bank makes 
its decisions independently. Yes, in a sense, it does. When the board of the Reserve Bank meets on a Tuesday, it 
certainly makes those decisions on the advice of the governor, and it does so in an independent sense. However, 
the target that the Reserve Bank sets—its prime target is controlling inflation—is an agreed target between the 
Reserve Bank and the government of the day of controlling or containing inflation to two to three per cent. 
Members should not believe for a moment that the Reserve Bank sits there in isolation. It is in continual dialogue 
with the federal Treasury, which administers fiscal policy, and I assume the federal Treasury has a continual 
dialogue with state Treasuries. Yes, the Reserve Bank is independent in its decision making, but it is not out 
there on an iceberg by itself. It is part of the continual mix of fiscal and monetary policy within Australia. 

The Howard government spent too much. There is no doubt, with a strong domestic economy, strong household 
demand, strong investment spending, strong export demand and rising commodity prices, the Howard 
government in its last two or three years in office had an excessive rate of public spending, particularly in the 
area of middle-class welfare, with all sorts of schemes, handouts and allowances. Whatever the merit of those 
individual policies might have been, they were clearly contributing to an overheated economy. Anyone who does 
first-year economics and knows anything about, I suppose, Keynes and even monetarist economics knows that if 
the economy is going towards full employment and is getting overheated, the last thing a government should do 
is add to that pressure by further spending. However, that happened. There is no doubt that the spending in the 
last two or three budgets of the Howard government contributed very directly and very significantly to the 
inflationary pressures in Australia. 

Given that, I must say that I was quite dumbfounded during the election campaign when then Prime Minister 
John Howard announced a $33 billion tax reduction package. It was completely inappropriate given the state of 
the Australian economy, completely inappropriate given the macro-economic targets that Australia had to meet, 
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and completely inappropriate given the inflationary pressure that was clearly evident in our economy. I was 
dumbfounded by that, and then I was doubly dumbfounded when Kevin Rudd said that he would match it. That 
was stupid and more stupid. That is what we saw in national politics and economics in the lead-up to the last 
federal election. Kevin Rudd did not quite go to $33 billion; I think he said $31 billion or something like that. He 
cut a couple of — 

Mr M.P. Whitely: He said $31 billion and Howard was closer to $34 billion. 

Mr C.J. BARNETT: Okay—Howard, $34 billion; Rudd, $31 billion. To copycat and do a “me too” on that was 
as irresponsible as was the original commitment by John Howard. We now have a classic policy conflict in 
Australia. I think most people probably understand it. It goes like this: if we have the tax cuts that Howard 
promised and Rudd endorsed, those tax cuts will increase household disposable income. People will go out and 
spend those tax cuts. That will add to the total level of demand in our economy, and it will add to inflationary 
pressure. There is no doubt about it. To give a fiscal stimulus through tax cuts in a booming economy is totally 
wrong—wrong timing; wrong policy. What does it do? Apart from being wrong, it puts all the onus for 
managing our economy onto the Reserve Bank. Instead of fiscal policy and monetary policy being shared 
between the Treasury and the Reserve Bank, all the onus and all the burden is placed upon the Reserve Bank. 
There is only one thing the Reserve Bank can do. In years gone by, the Reserve Bank had various fiscal and 
statutory controls over lending. Today, all the Reserve Bank can do is set the cash rate and support that by some 
buying and selling of bonds in open market operations. The decision of Howard, endorsed by Rudd, to cut taxes 
means that interest rates will rise more than they otherwise should. That is the consequence. We have shifted the 
full burden from a mix of fiscal and monetary policy to monetary policy. The absolute inevitable consequence is 
what we have seen; that is, two interest rate rises this year and perhaps more to come, when we intuitively know 
that the economy has already started to slow, yet we will probably still have further interest rate rises. 

What does it mean? A tax cut broadly benefits all taxpayers. However, the greatest benefit of a tax cut will be to 
high-income earners—that is true. The interest rate does not affect everyone. A higher interest rate affects those 
with a mortgage or a business loan, but with a high level of indebtedness. If people have a mortgage, but it is 
only, say, $100 000, they will not be overly affected. If people carry a $300 000 or $400 000 mortgage, as many 
young families do, they will be hurt. Therefore, that impact of relying on monetary policy and therefore rises in 
interest rates places the burden for macro-economic management directly onto monetary policy and onto that 
smaller group in the community affected by it; that is, people with loans, particularly high-level loans. That is 
discretionary; indeed, it is discriminatory. A subset, therefore, of the Australian population will bear the burden. 
What would people prefer; tax cuts or lower interest rates? I suspect they would prefer lower interest rates. Most 
people in a sense do not notice tax cuts; they get a bit more money in their pay. However, interest rates must be 
paid out, come rain, hail or shine; people have no choice. Therefore, the direct burden of higher interest rates, 
even if they are in a sense the monetarily equivalent, causes more hardship and harm than an equivalent cut in 
taxation. 

Kevin Rudd, our new Prime Minister, in my view and in the view of most people who have considered this issue, 
should scale back and delay those tax cuts. He should phase them in, and not bring them in under the original 
timetable. Will he do that? No, he will not. Unfortunately, Kevin Rudd, as Prime Minister, will put his political 
reputation of honouring an election commitment ahead of the financial interests of Australian families and the 
Australian economy. I realise that if he were to go back to the Australian people and tell them that he would not 
deliver those tax cuts, as he promised, it would compromise his political standing. He should say that if he 
delivered the tax cuts, they would get higher interest rates, and that it would be fairer to reduce the amount of the 
tax cuts and spread them over a longer time period. That would be the proper thing to do. However, I suspect he 
will not do that. That would be a selfish point of view. That would be Kevin Rudd, as most politicians probably 
would, putting his own personal standing ahead of the interests of Australian families and the Australian 
economy, and that would add to the problems of this economy. I suspect that, unless there is a sudden and sharp 
deterioration in the economy, we will see maybe three more interest rate rises. Many people—not just hundreds; 
perhaps thousands—will be forced to sell their assets and their homes that they do not want to sell. Many people 
will find that the sale value of their home, particularly large homes built recently in outer suburbs, will be less 
than their mortgage; they will have negative equity. Unfortunately, I suspect that hundreds of Western Australian 
families, and Australian families in other states, will find that they have negative equity in their homes and as a 
result there will be forced sales. I therefore appeal to Kevin Rudd to defer the tax cuts. I believe the Australian 
people would actually say, “You are right; we would much rather defer the tax cuts, take the pressure off interest 
rates and hold on to our houses.” I think that is the appropriate policy, both in the housing sense, in the equity 
sense and in the macro-economic sense. Kevin Rudd seems to be an honourable person, but I suspect he will not 
do the difficult thing; that is, change his commitment on tax cuts. 
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MR T. BUSWELL (Vasse — Leader of the Opposition) [7.12 pm]: I thought I should make a brief 
contribution to the debate. I felt a bit awkward sitting in my office watching the shadow Treasurer debating the 
Treasurer. I felt misplaced, so I thought I had better come into the chamber and make a brief contribution. It was 
very interesting to hear the member for Cottesloe’s observations on cuts to taxes as they flow through the federal 
budget. I always worry when people oppose cuts in taxes for the fear that they may stimulate additional 
consumer spending via the application of the marginal propensity of people to use the increased disposable 
income created by the cut in tax. The flip side of that is to raise taxes to slow down the economy. I am sure the 
member would not advocate that sort of argument from the depths of Cottesloe. Of course there are other 
measures the government can take to impact on an overheated economy. No doubt the increase in interest rates 
will flow on in some degree to investment. However, another measure the government can take is to manage its 
affairs by slowing the rate of growth in government spending, to which I heard the member for Cottesloe refer. 
That has been a fundamental issue in this nation for some time, and in this state in recent years, has it not, 
Treasurer?  

Mr E.S. Ripper: So you are asking for a reduced rate of expenditure on services and the maintenance of a larger 
surplus? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: No. This is the Treasurer’s simplistic, arrogant ignorance. What I am talking about is the 
rate of growth in government expenditure. The Treasurer is very proud to hang a double-digit rate of growth in 
government expenditure around his neck. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: So you would be arguing to reduce the rate of growth in expenditure and, for anti-inflationary 
reasons, to run a bigger surplus. Is that what you are arguing for? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: I would be arguing for, as I have argued for repeatedly in this house, a control on the rate of 
growth in government expenditure. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: And what would you do with the money that you released from that? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: I suggest to the Treasurer that the point he could start at, with all due respect to his obvious 
wisdom and experience, is a real per capita cap. The Treasurer might recall a real per capita cap in government 
expenditure; it is the sum of the rate of inflation and the rate of population growth yielding a percentage term, 
which should then be applied to the annual increase in government spending. I seem to recall that has been in the 
budget papers for a long time as the Treasurer’s stated yet never achieved goal of managing government 
spending in the state. It is reasonable to expect government spending to increase in line with population growth 
and inflation—that is, a real per capita increase—as that would mean that the government was keeping up with 
inflation in terms of real expenditure and keeping up with population growth. I think the Treasurer knows that is 
reasonable. Is it still in the Treasurer’s budget papers, or is that the goal that the Treasurer does not talk about? It 
has been there for year after year. 

The facts are, Madam Acting Speaker — 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Deputy Speaker. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: That as well. If the Treasurer had been able to effectively control his wayward ministry and 
flex his muscle across the cabinet table, we would have spent in aggregate billions less than we have spent in 
recent years. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Less with less! 

Mr T. BUSWELL: I did not say less with less. I said that the Treasurer should control the rate of growth in 
government spending and achieve the targets that he set for himself previously. 

Dr S.C. Thomas: Try the word “efficiency”. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Yes. 

Dr S.C. Thomas: It is a good word. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: The e-word. 

If there was ever a glaring example of the Treasurer’s inability to control the rate of growth in government 
expenditure, it was contained in a little bill the Treasurer read to the house this afternoon called the Treasurer’s 
Advance Authorisation Bill 2008. Of course we are not debating that bill this evening, but it is interesting to 
understand it. I remember last year the Financial Management Bill—now the Financial Management Act—that 
we debated and supported gave a global figure, I think it was three per cent, of appropriations; plenty of money, 
the Treasurer said at the time, to help him with a few overs and unders to get through the course of the year. The 
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Treasurer has come back into this place today with his tail between his legs, late in the day, and asked for some 
more money, has he not?  

Mr E.S. Ripper: What is the significance of “late in the day”? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: I do not know. I am just making a statement. It was late in the day. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: But it was announced in the midyear review, before Christmas. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: There were a lot of things announced in the midyear review, some in one line. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: It was there in the midyear review on 27 December; sorry, it was just after Christmas—27 
December. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Yes. When was the midyear review? Can the Treasurer just tell me again? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: It was 27 December. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: It was 27 December—a high point of scrutiny on government. I can imagine people all over 
the state thinking, “Oh, it’s the day after Boxing Day; let’s get online and see what the Treasurer’s got in store 
for the midyear review.” The Treasurer does it every year, the sneaky scoundrel. He sneaks it out there so that it 
escapes public scrutiny. It always gets a decent run in the paper, but no-one is there to read the paper; they are all 
off on holidays.  

Mr M.J. Cowper: They’re still trying to find it under the Christmas wrapping! 

Mr T. BUSWELL: It’s hidden. That is why the Treasurer does it, does he not? He has just admitted it. Every 
single year he tries to slip it through. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Actually, last year’s was out the week before Christmas. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Worse! Everyone is doing their Christmas shopping.  

Mrs J. Hughes: When is midyear—in October, then? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: What is the member for Kingsley trying to say? Has she suddenly had a brain transplant 
over the break and wants to enter the debate? 

Mrs J. Hughes: It is a midyear review. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: And what is the point the member for Kingsley is trying to make? 

Mrs J. Hughes: When do you think we should do it—October or February? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: I ask the member for Kingsley, fount of knowledge in all matters economic: when is the cut-
off for the midyear review?  

Mrs J. Hughes: Six months is midyear. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: No, it is not, you ignorant person! When is the cut-off for the midyear review? When is it? 
The member for Kingsley is there with all the knowledge. When is it? 

Mrs J. Hughes: To me it would seem sensible, if the budget is coming down in May for the June spend, that we 
would have to be looking at midyear around December. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Oh, my goodness! Back to the City of Wanneroo with the member. I ask the Treasurer when 
the cut-off for the midyear review is. He might want to tell the member for Kingsley.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: There is a legislative requirement to deliver it by 30 December. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: No, when is the cut-off? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: You can read that in the midyear review. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: It is in October, is it not? The member for Kingsley should read all the documents produced 
by the government; she might then understand them. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: She makes a perfectly valid point. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Oh, rubbish. She has never made one in her time here, and she certainly has not added to the 
tally tonight. 

We are talking about government spending and the Treasurer’s advance. The Treasurer has asked for 
$750 million, has he not? He has such great capacity for controlling government spending. The last time he 
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asked for that much was during the financial year in which the last state election was held. His ministers and the 
Premier have gone mad. I want to know whether the Treasurer was consulted about the Museum announcement. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: If you’d been paying attention to the debate, you’d know the answer to that question. 

Dr S.C. Thomas: He said before that all the expenditure had his blessing. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Yes, I am sure; a positive blessing, no less. 

The point I am trying to make is that government spending in this state is not being effectively controlled. I will 
speak very briefly about the Treasurer’s advance. Let us go back to 2001. To put this in context, we have to 
understand what the Treasurer’s view about the Treasurer’s advance used to be. He said that the Labor 
government would overhaul the Treasurer’s advance and, in particular, would halve the annual allocation from 
$300 million to $150 million. 

Point of Order 
Mr E.S. RIPPER: We will no doubt hear the Leader of the Opposition’s stock-standard speech on the 
Treasurer’s advance when we actually debate that bill. At the moment we are debating the Duties Bill. Some 
reference to spending when debating a taxation bill is to be expected, but this takes us into another debate that is 
not on the agenda for this evening. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The Treasurer has a point. I am sure the member was drawing his comments to the 
Duties Bill and I ask him to do so. 

Debate Resumed 
Mr T. BUSWELL: Thank you, Madam Deputy Speaker. 

The point I was trying to make, following on from the points made by the member for Cottesloe, is that 
governments need to control their rate of growth of expenditure. One of the reasons for that is that at a macro 
level, after the state and commonwealth aggregate effect has been added up, it can cause unnecessary or 
unwarranted economic stimulus. Secondly, if a government cannot control its spending, it cannot offer 
meaningful tax cuts. This is a bill that relates to duties. As the government knows, members on this side have for 
a number of years criticised the government over the Treasurer’s inability to deliver a dividend to the taxpayers 
of this state from these record economic good times in the form of a tax cut. The only dividend he has delivered 
to the people of this state is the sad, sorry fact that, measured on a per capita basis, Western Australians are the 
most heavily taxed residents of any state in Australia. This bill is important and the opposition supports it. 
However, our support for the bill should not be allowed to detract from our concern over the Treasurer’s 
reluctance to cut the rate of taxation in this state, particularly the rate of stamp duty. 

I will put things in perspective. In 2000-01 the government collected $2.892 billion in taxation revenue. At the 
end of 2006-07 it collected $5.718 billion. That is an increase of only 97 per cent! It has effectively doubled the 
taxation revenue of the state. More importantly, taxation as a percentage of total government operating revenue 
has increased from 27 per cent to almost 33 per cent. In other words, taxation grew dramatically and the 
government’s reliance upon taxation revenue similarly increased. During that period — 

Mr E.S. Ripper: That, of course, is the obverse of the loss of GST share issue. They’re two parts of the same 
story. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: The Treasurer should give me a break from his hypocritical, self-serving arguments about 
the GST share. A few months ago the Treasurer tried, with his lightweight, feather-duster foot, to kick Peter 
Costello around because he would not give Western Australia its fair share of GST. It was pathetic! He stood in 
this house every day — 
Dr S.C. Thomas: Five times in six weeks. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: Five times in six weeks he stood and said, “Peter Costello is ripping off Western Australia 
by taking all our GST money and not giving it back.” What is Wayne Swan doing? The same thing, only worse. 
Wayne Swan is making Peter Costello look like a rank amateur when it comes to ripping off Western Australia, 
and the Treasurer does not have the courage to stand up for his state. If he did, he would say exactly the same 
things about Wayne Swan as he did about Peter Costello. 
Mr E.S. Ripper: I thought that’s what I was saying in question time today. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: He did not say that. Who is the Treasurer’s bogeyman now? It is the Commonwealth Grants 
Commission. Last year the bogeymen were Peter Costello and John Howard; this year it is the Commonwealth 
Grants Commission. Same thing, different target, because a different political party is in power in Canberra. It is 
just pathetic. The sad thing is that the opposition would have been happy to work with the Treasurer in 
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addressing some of the serious underlying issues confronting this state with regard to the return to Western 
Australia of moneys collected by the commonwealth, from both vertical and horizontal fiscal equalisation points 
of view. We would be very happy to participate with the Treasurer in addressing these very serious issues 
confronting our state. However, why would we do that while the Treasurer fluffs around with these quaint 
political arguments? Where is the Treasurer’s consistency? Why does he not stand in Parliament tomorrow and 
level at Wayne Swan the same personal criticisms he levelled at Peter Costello? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: What particular criticism of Peter Costello would you like me to level at Wayne Swan? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: That fact that, as the Treasurer used to say only a few months ago — 

Dr S.C. Thomas: The commonwealth government treats Western Australia as a cash cow. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: How about the fact that Kevin Rudd has promised a share of Gorgon royalties? 

Mr T. BUSWELL: I ask the Treasurer: when? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: When the Gorgon project is established. We got no promise like that from John Howard. He 
didn’t give a fig about Western Australia. We got a promise out of Kevin Rudd; we didn’t get that promise from 
John Howard. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: The Treasurer should get the member for Bassendean in, because L. Ron Hubbard will 
return to earth before that promise results in any cash flowing into this state. Those are the facts of the matter. It 
is absolutely fanciful. 

The Treasurer has taken me away from the very important point I was talking about, which is the Duties Bill. 
What has happened to conveyancing duty since the Treasurer has been in charge? It has gone from $550 million 
to just over $2 billion. I bet the Treasurer is proud of himself. It is only a 271 per cent increase! The most 
interesting thing about the increase in conveyancing duty in Western Australia is the way in which the Treasurer 
has used increases in house prices to gouge the guts out of the amount people have to pay in stamp duty. That is 
exactly what he has done. 

I will provide an example. Between 2000-01 and June 2007, the median house price rose from $160 000 to 
$450 000. The stamp duty paid on the same median house price increased from $4 600 to $18 000. What does 
that mean? The rate of property price growth over that period, as measured by median house price, is 180 per 
cent. The rate of growth of stamp duty for the same house, conceivably in the same street, is 290 per cent. In 
other words, the Treasurer has allowed bracket creep to push people into higher and higher rates of stamp duty, 
so that the rate of growth of stamp duty is significantly greater than the rate of growth of property price. That is 
what cheeses people off. They know he is doing it, we know he is doing it and he knows he is doing it, because 
the government coffers have grown fat on the outcome of that taxation regime. People out there buying homes 
know the Treasurer is doing it. The point was made earlier that the Treasurer is forcing people into more debt — 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Doesn’t any taxation have that impact?  

Mr T. BUSWELL: What, including income tax? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Yes. 

Mr T. BUSWELL: What a nonsense argument! 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Any taxation affects a person’s net debt position.  

Mr T. BUSWELL: What a pathetic, shallow argument! The Treasurer is a former organiser of the State School 
Teachers’ Union of WA and that is where he should return. He should go back to that job, where he became 
intimately acquainted with the member for Yokine. He should go back and see what has happened.  

I will explain to members what happens. For example, a couple goes to buy a house. The median house price is 
$450 000.  

[Member’s time extended.] 

Mr T. BUSWELL: They work hard and save something called a deposit. They then go down to the bank and 
get some money from the bank to buy a house, although it is becoming more difficult to do that because of credit 
issues. They are so excited that they ring their real estate agent and say that their offer is no longer conditional 
because they have finance, and they are ready to settle. They then go around the corner to meet their settlement 
agent, who has in his office a cardboard cut-out of the Treasurer with a big, fat bill stuck to his forehead called 
stamp duty, which is $18 000 for a median-priced house. The buyers do not have any money left in the bank, so 
they have to turn around, as the Treasurer is doing now, and scurry back to the bank to borrow the money to pay 
the stamp duty. 
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Dr E. Constable: And they often have to pay it before they have settled.  

Mr T. BUSWELL: Yes, many weeks before they have settled. That is what they have to do. I hope that the 
Treasurer is proud of the fact that of the couple of billion dollars in stamp duty revenue that the government 
raises each year, probably $1.2 billion, or 60 per cent, comes from people who are buying homes, and an 
incredibly large percentage of that money would have been borrowed. When the Treasurer stands in here and 
says that his is a debt-free government, he is not quite telling the truth. It is a debt-free government because it is 
forcing private households into debt. All over this state, people are carrying debt. The money that they have 
borrowed has been used to help the government fund its largesse. That is exactly what has happened. I know 
why the Treasurer has moved from his seat. It is a fact—F-A-C-T—that stamp duty forces people into debt.  

I will make a couple of quick points about the Treasurer’s favourite topic, which is taxation competitiveness. I 
love to read about taxation competitiveness. This is my other standard speech, Treasurer. I am always reminded 
of what the Treasurer said back in 2001 when he first became Treasurer and the government talked about 
taxation competitiveness. The Treasurer said — 

Labor recognises the importance of competitive taxation levels in attracting business to Western 
Australia and enabling existing business to flourish.  

Labor is committed to maintaining or improving our tax competitiveness in comparison to the other 
states, as measured by taxation revenue per capita.  

It was also stated in bold print — 

Labor will: 

• maintain and strive to improve this relativity.  
At that stage, Western Australia was the third-lowest taxing state in Australia. The Treasurer said that his 
government would — 

• maintain and strive to improve this relativity.  
That was the Treasurer’s goal. The measure used was taxation per capita. As I pointed out, in 2001 Western 
Australia was the third-lowest taxing state in Australia when measured as taxation revenue per capita. What 
happened? Two financial years ago, Western Australia passed New South Wales. We are now the highest taxing 
state in Australia when measured as taxation per capita. To put that in perspective, in 2001 the government 
collected $1 529 for every person in Western Australia. At the end of 2006-07 it collected $2 748 per capita. 
That is only an 80 per cent increase! What happened around the rest of the country? To give an example, 
Western Australians now pay $400 more in state taxes than people in other states when compared with the all-
states average. Compared with Queensland, we pay only $680 more in taxes per resident each year! This man 
and his regime are bleeding Western Australians dry.  

The Treasurer talks about other measures of taxation competitiveness. He always bangs on about tax as a 
percentage of gross state product. He changed measures two years ago because he was deeply embarrassed that 
he had been caught out. Funnily enough, the year in which the state changed from using the measure of taxation 
per capita to that of tax as a percentage of gross state product was the year in which Western Australia topped the 
poll in terms of taxation per capita. In terms of tax as a percentage of gross state product, we do okay. In 2000-01 
Western Australia was the fifth most competitive state, and it still is. It is interesting to dig down and have a look 
at what has happened. In Western Australia, tax as a percentage of GSP has increased from 3.8 per cent to 
four per cent, which is an increase of six percentage points. The weighted average of all states has gone from 
4.9 per cent to 4.8 per cent, which is a fall of 1.6 per cent. The Treasurer wants to talk about taxation as a 
percentage of gross state product. Tax as a percentage of GSP has gone up in Western Australia over the past six 
years by six per cent. On average, all the other states have come down by two per cent. We are heading in the 
wrong direction on the basis of taxation per capita. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Western 
Australia did an interesting statistical analysis. It said that the problem with using the measure of tax as a 
percentage of GSP is that when a state economy has a dynamic export environment, any growth in state taxes 
can be masked by the increase in GSP. As we all know—even the member for Kingsley might understand this—
gross state product includes an international component; that is, export less import plus a weighting factor. The 
Chamber of Commerce and Industry cut back the foreign segment and looked at state tax as a percentage of state 
final demand, and that analysis showed that Western Australia had gone bad. Western Australia has gone from 
being in the middle of the pack to being the second-highest taxing state.  

The next matter is one that the Treasurer debated earlier with the shadow Treasurer. The Commonwealth Grants 
Commission’s measure of taxation effort shows that Western Australia is the worst-performing state in Australia. 
The analogy put to me is that if we consider tax to be the golden goose, which the Treasurer clearly does, 
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taxation effort is not the size of the egg that pops out of the back of the golden goose from time to time but the 
amount of effort that is being applied to constrict the neck of the goose to force an egg out. That is what the 
Treasurer is doing; he is imposing every last ounce of taxation effort onto the households and businesses of this 
state.  

Mr C.J. Barnett: I was just thinking about the Treasurer as the golden goose.  

Mr T. BUSWELL: Yes, it is a highly distressing analogy. 

Mr C.J. Barnett: I wonder what sort of egg he might lay.  

Mr T. BUSWELL: It would be no different from the one that he often has on his face.  

I will conclude with those comments. As the Treasurer well knows, the opposition supports the bill in principle. 
It is important that we modernise the administration of state taxes in Western Australia, but it would be fanciful 
for the Treasurer to conclude that our support for this bill is in any way, shape or form an endorsement of the job 
that he is doing as the Treasurer of Western Australia, or in any way, shape or form an endorsement of his 
woeful record as Australia’s highest taxing state Treasurer.  

DR E. CONSTABLE (Churchlands) [7.38 pm]: I want to raise one issue that was raised with me by a 
constituent, so I will speak for only a few minutes. I hope that the Treasurer will give me the courtesy of 
listening so that he can answer my question, but it looks as though he is far too busy talking to other members.  

This is a really important rewrite of a very old piece of legislation that dates back to 1921. Like previous 
speakers, I will support it. However, I have one issue that I would like to raise in the next few minutes and on 
which I would like to get some assurances from the Treasurer. I will just go over a bit of history. The Treasurer 
released the state tax review in May 2007. The Duties Bill 2007 implements many of the recommendations of 
that review. There was an extensive consultation period, which is always commendable on issues such as this. In 
the Treasurer’s second reading speech he said — 

There were also issues raised in the later stages of consultation that the Department of Treasury and 
Finance has not yet had time to fully consider. These relate to the time period for lodging and paying 
transfer duty and an extension of the scope of the farm-in concession to mining tenement applications. 

I am interested in the first of those—the time period for lodging and paying transfer duty. This issue has been 
brought to me by one of my constituents. The Treasurer is saying that there was public consultation prior to 
rewriting this legislation and now there are fewer pages and so on, but the rewrite is actually not complete 
because there are still some issues under consideration. Is that correct? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Changes were made to the lodgement and payment period in 2003 and 2004. There is a group 
that wants further changes but each change has an effect on more than that group. It may be that what that group 
is proposing would disadvantage other groups. That issue has to be examined. There is not a clear-cut case for 
change.  

Dr E. CONSTABLE: A representative of the group that the Treasurer is talking about is senior one, who 
happens to be a constituent of mine and has quite legitimately brought that issue to my office. That is why I 
wanted to raise it tonight.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: I am aware of the issue but we are not proposing to change the arrangements that have applied 
in the Stamp Act with regard to the duties bills.  

Dr E. CONSTABLE: The issue relates to home purchases so it affects one particular group of people. I know 
that it is a very complicated area. Maybe we need to separate genuine home purchasers so that those people can 
be dealt with more fairly.  

I want to refer to a couple of issues so the Treasurer can address them for me. The Treasurer said in his second 
reading speech that the department has not yet had time to fully consider certain issues. That suggests to me that 
consideration is ongoing and at some time in the future, there might be amendments to this bill. The Treasurer 
actually said that the Department of Treasury and Finance has not yet had time to fully consider certain issues. 
The Treasurer is telling us that those issues will be considered.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: Yes, there is ongoing discussion with the Australian Institute of Conveyancers about 
lodgement and payment provisions. Any changes that were agreed with that organisation would also have to be 
discussed thoroughly with other stakeholders in the process because they would also have their views about what 
should happen.  
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Dr E. CONSTABLE: I understand that, but I am not sure whether the Treasurer is telling me that there will be 
discussions or whether that was a way of waving them off. After all this time, we have a bill before us that has 
been rewritten. It is a huge piece of legislation. There is a suggestion that there could be amendments some time. 
To me that suggests it could be years before the Treasurer will bring this bill back to the house to be amended.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: On this particular issue, the last time changes were made to lodgement of payment periods was 
in 2003. We are operating with a relatively modern set of provisions for lodgement of payment periods. 
Unfortunately, the conveyancers’ issues were raised too late in the process for the consultation to occur with all 
the other stakeholders and for the issues to be resolved in this bill, but discussions are ongoing.  

Dr E. CONSTABLE: When does the Treasurer expect those discussions to be completed? 

Mr E.S. Ripper: There may not be an outcome that all stakeholders agree with but we are working on it to get a 
result as soon as possible. 

Dr E. CONSTABLE: I will watch this space then.  

I will continue to outline the issues. The matter that the Treasurer and I have been toing and froing about in the 
past couple of minutes relates to the fact that many home buyers have to pay duty before settlement of the 
property they are purchasing. As the Leader of the Opposition said, this causes a lot of hardship for some people, 
particularly in the current market with the escalating prices of houses and what some people see as excessive 
amounts of duty to pay. The timing of paying that duty can be and often is out of kilter with the time of property 
settlement. The Institute of Conveyancers said that the best time to pay duty is at time of settlement, meaning 
that when getting a loan from the bank etc, the home buyer has a much cleaner transaction. If the purchaser has 
to pay $18 000, $20 000 or $30 000 of duty a month before the settlement of the property, that can cause people 
a lot of problems and it can cause problems getting a loan from the bank.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: Member, perhaps I can just observe that it is generally an industry requirement that the buyer is 
to arrange for the contract of transfer to be stamped before delivering the transfer to the seller. There are industry 
practices here in banking and settlement agent practice that are the cause of the issue that we are talking about, 
rather than the legislation. The legislation does not require the payment of the stamp duty at the time you 
suggest—industry practice requires that.  

Dr E. CONSTABLE: It might be industry practice but it could also be a timing issue. I think some of this is tied 
up with the legislation. If I were to buy a house on 1 February, I have 60 days in which to lodge documents with 
the Treasurer’s department for the assessment of stamp duty. If there is a fairly lengthy time before settlement, I 
might find that I have to pay the duty a month or so before settlement and the time when my home loan from the 
bank kicks in, or I might be waiting for the settlement of the home I am selling. I may not have settled on that 
before I have to pay duty.  

Mr E.S. Ripper: I think it will probably be better if I give a fuller explanation in my response.  

Dr E. CONSTABLE: I would like the Treasurer to do that; that is why I am raising the issues. I have spoken 
about most of the issues that I wanted to raise. It is a timing issue for many home buyers. There are complicated 
transactions outside the domestic residential market that make this issue quite difficult but there must be some 
way to solve this problem for the home buyer that the Leader of the Opposition was talking about earlier.  

There is one aside that I would like to make before I sit down. I understand that in the later stages of 
consultation, the members of the Institute of Conveyancers were told that there would be no amendments to this 
legislation. Lo and behold, the State Administrative Tribunal handed down a judgement on 23 November 2007 
on Origin Energy Power Limited v Commissioner of State Revenue 2007. SAT’s decision meant that the state’s 
stamp duty revenue would be reduced. In a media statement on 6 February, the Acting Treasurer, Hon John 
Kobelke, announced amendments to this bill. On the one hand, some people with particular interest in this bill 
were told that there would be no amendments but because of this decision of SAT, there are amendments on the 
notice paper. I ask the Treasurer whether there will be any more amendments to this bill. 

Mr E.S. Ripper: Only the ones on the notice paper.  

MR E.S. RIPPER (Belmont — Treasurer) [7.49 pm] — in reply: I thank members who have participated in 
this debate for their support of the Duties Bill 2007. I understand that all members who spoke, whatever their 
other criticisms of the government, indicated that they support the bill. This is a thoroughgoing modernisation of 
the Stamp Act, which dates from legislation first introduced in 1921. A lot of amendments have been made to the 
Stamp Act since then. This is a thoroughgoing overhaul that simplifies the legislation and introduces a more 
rational and consistent regime for the treatment of indirect interests in land, which introduces the most business-
friendly entity reconstruction stamp duty exemption in the nation and which, by broadening the tax base, allows 
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for a five per cent reduction in stamp duty rates. I think it is an excellent piece of legislation because it will be 
able to do those three things. It is also a piece of legislation that has achieved a remarkable degree of consensus 
support across the business community and stakeholder groups. I commend the people in the Office of State 
Revenue who have worked so long and hard and so expertly on this legislation for the way in which they have 
been able to produce a package that has received near universal support from those business groups to which it 
will apply. 

There was a lot of debate on issues essentially unrelated to the Duties Bill, but they were interesting issues for 
tax. I do not think I should address those issues now because I can address them in later debates that Parliament 
will have on taxation and budget issues. However, I will briefly address the issues raised by the member for 
Churchlands. Perhaps I should quote some of the advice that I have received. As part of the Taxation 
Administration Act development in 2003, the Stamp Act lodgement and payment periods were shortened. 
Originally, the proposal was to remove the lodgement requirement and replace it with a requirement to pay the 
stamp duty within four months of the date of contract execution. Due to concerns raised during consultation 
about the lack of certainty, the separate lodgement and payment periods were retained and the applicable periods 
were shortened. Although this was acceptable to the practitioners involved in the consultation process, a number 
of industry groups had problems with the arrangements. Despite the extensive Taxation Administration Act 
consultation that occurred, complaints began to materialise shortly before commencement of the new provisions 
on 1 July 2003. As an interim measure, the commissioner engaged those parties expressing concern with the new 
arrangements and introduced revenue ruling SD30. This ruling dealt with the majority of concerns raised by 
allowing extensions of time to pay stamp duty for certain types of conditional contracts. 

Dr E. Constable: Doesn’t this bill take out that ability to give extensions? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: This extended the time for payment of stamp duty for certain types of conditional contracts, 
so a lot more time was allowed to pay the stamp duty for those types of conditional contracts. Some of those 
contracts never proceed, so there is no need to pay the duty and then seek a refund when the contracts do not 
proceed. The objects of the arrangements were to address compliance cost concerns raised by industry 
participants in relation to the paperwork and double-handling necessary to obtain an extension of time to pay and 
to cancel contracts that do not proceed, which is the point I was just making, and also to reduce costs incurred by 
the Office of State Revenue. The Office of State Revenue also had to make sure that there was not an 
opportunity for tax avoidance by sub-sales occurring during the period in which stamp duty had not been paid. 

Dr E. Constable: Is that the point that has driven the legislation to where it is now? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: No; the legislation we have now is not different from the provisions that have applied since 
those events in 2003. However, one of the issues that the Office of State Revenue must take account of is that 
there is always the possibility that people might exploit arrangements for delayed payment of stamp duty by 
arranging interim sub-sales of property and, ultimately, one lot of stamp duty is paid — 

Dr E. Constable: How often does that occur? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: It is a risk that the Office of State Revenue must provide against. If the arrangements are too 
loose, one lot of stamp duty will be paid on one sale instead of several lots of stamp duty on several sales that 
might have occurred in the interim period. The new lodgement and payment arrangements that were introduced 
in 2003 had to avoid that sort of problem. Those arrangements were subject to consultation and the responses 
received, including from the Australian Institute of Conveyancers, generally supported the proposed 
arrangements at that time. The Australian Institute of Conveyancers provided support for those arrangements that 
were adopted in 2003, and we are not proposing in this legislation to change those arrangements. 

Dr E. Constable: You have obviously found problems with it over the past five years. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Different stakeholders have different perspectives. If the conveyancers get everything they 
want, that will then cause dissent from other stakeholders. 

Dr E. Constable: I understand that. All I am saying is that they have found difficulties with that in the five years 
since 2003. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: They allege difficulties. Those difficulties may not be able to be resolved without causing 
problems for other stakeholders; nevertheless, discussions are ongoing. They made a submission to the state tax 
review that the conditional contracts regime be reviewed with a view to the liability to duty and requirement for 
payment of duty arising at settlement. The state tax review did not support the submission of the WA division of 
the AIC because the view was that the proposal did not adequately protect the revenue from the potential loss of 
duty from on-sale arrangements, which I have been talking about, and that assessment notices could be issued 
based on settlement dates that might subsequently change, which would cause confusion. There was also the 
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issue to which I have already referred of other commercial practices in the industry that impact on the time for 
payment of duty.  

I could go into a lot more detail, but I think the important point is that this is a complex issue and there are a 
number of stakeholders. We are not changing the arrangements in this bill, so it is not as though we are 
introducing a new set of arrangements that the WA division of the Australian Institute of Conveyancers has 
objected to. It is saying that this is an opportunity for change and its change is not being included, to which the 
government says that its proposed set of changes were introduced too late in the process for everything to be 
sorted out with the other stakeholders and we will have separate and subsequent discussions with a view to 
reaching improved arrangements that could have the support of all stakeholders. 

Dr E. Constable: When would you expect some resolution? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: When the issues are resolved. Discussions are occurring now. It may not be necessary to 
change the legislation, because it may be that the commissioner’s revenue rulings or practice rulings will deal 
with some of the issues. 

The other point is that some of the issues about which people complain actually relate to industry practice. The 
banks have their own requirements for the security that they must have before they will advance finance. They 
need to have title and they can get title only when the stamp duty has been paid, and they will advance finance 
only when they have title, so the finance is not available to pay the stamp duty. That is not a requirement of the 
legislation; that is a requirement of the banking industry. 

Dr E. Constable interjected. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Yes, sure, but some of these things are not capable of being changed by the government 
because of requirements in the banking industry. 

Dr E. Constable: Does this happen in every other state? 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: I will have to take advice on what happens in other states. 

Dr E. Constable: I’d really like to know whether that is the case. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: I will have to take advice on that matter. 

Dr E. Constable: I suspect that it does not. 

Mr G.M. Castrilli: What you are saying is that if somebody wants to pay stamp duty on the day of settlement — 

Dr E. Constable: No, before. 

Mr G.M. Castrilli: — and before and the bank allows it for security, and if the banks then determine that they 
can come to some process whereby they can guarantee that, you reckon it’s up to the banking industry, and then 
they can go ahead without legislation. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: Some of the issues with the timing of payment of stamp duty about which people complain 
relate to banking industry requirements. It is not possible for the government to change those banking industry 
requirements without the agreement of the banking industry. 

Dr E. Constable: But they’re constrained because you’ve set a date for them to pay it, not just the banking 
industry—the two aren’t separate. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: I do not think the member understands the issue. 

Dr E. Constable: I do understand. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER: No, I do not think she does. People complain about the fact that they have to pay stamp duty 
before settlement, and they want to pay stamp duty at settlement. There are issues of the banking industry 
requiring title before it will advance the finance and title not being available until stamp duty has been paid. 

Dr E. Constable:  You think the banks should lend people money without the security of the title in order to pay 
your gross amount of stamp duty. That is what you are telling us. 

Mr E.S. RIPPER:  No, I am saying that some of the issues about which people complain relate to banking 
industry practice rather than the requirements of the legislation.  

Anyway, I have said enough on this issue. We are getting right into detail here. There are sections in this 
legislation that relate to lodgement periods, and the best thing is probably to deal with such questions in the 
consideration in detail phase. I have given the general answer, which is that there are plenty of stakeholders in 
this process, and the change that suits one stakeholder might not necessarily suit another, so we must work that 
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through. The other thing is that not everything can be fixed by changing the Duties Bill. Some things can only be 
fixed if industry practices change. Having made those general points, let us deal with the precise detail when I 
have present advisers who can give me chapter and verse replies to each detailed matter. In the meantime, this is 
a very good piece of legislation that is a substantial piece of tax reform and completes the process in which, since 
2001, under this government, every single piece of tax legislation has been rewritten, modernised and re-enacted. 
There has been a very substantial period of reform of the tax legislation of this state since 2001. The last 
remaining project in that reform is the Stamp Act, and once the Parliament passes the Duties Bill, that massive 
reform project will have been completed. I thank the officers of the Office of State Revenue for that intense 
period of work from 2001 to the present, particularly the last period of work on the Duties Bill. They have done 
an excellent job in producing a package that has achieved consensus support from stakeholders and will, I 
believe, receive support from the Parliament. I commend the bill to the house. 
Question put and passed. 

Bill (Duties Bill 2007) read a second time. 
 


